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ABSTRACT

It has been previously shown that the endoplasmic reticulum, the Go@
apparatus, the lysosomes, the nuclear Pores, and the cristae of the mitochondria
Therefore, study of them in all life sciences,
could not exist in living Celh.
or w
apparent correlation between their *structure' a;nd'function* should
The consequences to biological and medical research of such
be abandoned.
Semantic and logical analyses of experiments
conclusions are considered.
should always be done, and all the assumptions inherent in them should be
Research should be more directed to studies on
identified and tested.
whole living animals, rather than to metal deposits, precipitation @term,
homogenates, or tissue fixed or subjected to other powerful physical and
chemical agents known to change them drastically.
Endoplasmic
Artefacts.
Electron microscopy.
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INTROBUCTION
&ring an examination lasting several years of unfixed isolated neurons,
we compared their structure with electron micrographs in the literature of
It became evident that the electron micrographs
ma.n,y
neurons and other cells.
showed two-dimensional representations of several structures which could not
exist in three dimensions.
The incidence of the orientation of most membranes
seen by electron microscopy was far too frequently normal to the section,
instead of being randomly orientated with respect to it, as solid geometry
would require.
We then investigated with entirely fresh eyes the structure
of living sells.
We came to the conclusions (1) that the following structures could not
exist at all in living cells: endoplasmic reticulum; lysosomes; nuclear
pores; cristae of mitochondria.
The Golgi apparatus (which was discovered
by light microscopy)was also an artefact.
In addition, the 'trilaminarl
appearance of the membranes around the following structures was also artefactual,
although the structures themselves exist: the cells; the nuclei; the mitochondria; the synapses.
We have given detailed consideration to the points
which have been proffered against our conclusions, and have proposed how these
artefacts arose during the preparation of tissue for electron microscopy (2,3).
Although our conclusions have been the subject of much debate, so far there
has been little challenge to the evidence which we have adduced.
Briefly, it is as follows:
(i) the apparent remarkably uniform spacing of the two lines of all the mem_
branes seen by electron microscopy is artefactual, because if one cuts am
real structure composed of equally spaced lamellae through any plane except
its equator, the lsmellae must appear to differ in spacing.
They do not.
The 'trilaminar' appearance seems to be normal to the section in the vast
majority, (perhaps yO$), of all the occasions upon which it can be seen clearly.
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An attempt has been made to explain this by assertingthat the only condition
under which the membranes can be seen clearly is when they are at right angles
to the section. If this were so, it would mean that 6&8C$ of all structures
seen under the electronmicroscope(especiallyin secretingcells) were
orientatedin the same way, and were not random with respect to the plane of
the section.
We have suggestedthat the trilsminarappearancearises simply due to the
fact that the heavy metal stains used in electronmicroscopymust deposit on
both sides of a membrane or cytoplasmicprecipitate,and thereforeevery
-apparentmembrane must appear as two lines; the stains do not dissolvethe
membranes or replace them, which could be conditionsin which they would
appear as one line. We have also given detailed reasons wny the 'inner'
and 'outer*mitochondrialor eryQrocyte membranesapparentlyhave different
biochemicalproperties- one is studyingthem both in differentchemical
conditions(4);
(ii) the endoplasmicreticulum,the Golgi body, the dictyosomesand the
lysosomesare artefacts,because cells which can be observedin life, protozoa,plant cells, cells in tissue culture- ahow a large repertoireof
intracellularmovements: Brownian movement; streaming; free access to all
parts of cells of injectedparticles; vacuolesmoving around the cytoplasm;
mitochondrialmovements; nuclear rotation; axonal flow; pinocytosis;
All these movementshave been detectedduring the last two
phagocytosis.
centuriesby light microscopyusing as low as two hundred times magnification.
They would not permit the existenceof a net or flattenedvesicles connecting
the cell membrane to the nuclear membrane,which was so fine that ten thousand
magnificationand more was requiredto see it. It has been suggestedthat
the reticulumis flexible,and we have discussedwhy this is not acceptable
as an explanation(3).
The most cursory observationof living cells leads to the conclusion
that the cytoplasmis an aqueous suspensionin life. Its viscosityhas
been measuredby a large variety of differentmethods over the last half century and has always been found lower than that of olive oil or glycerol; a
reticulumwould have a much higher viscosity, In our view, the dehydration
by organic solvents or freezing of tissue, which is done during preparation
for electronmicroscopy,precipitatesthe cytoplasmicsolutes in uniformly
spaced rows like crystals;

(iii) the nuclear pores always appear circular or slit-like. They are hardly
ever seen in section as any shape intermediatebetween these two, as geometry
would require. We believe that their appearanceon plan view of the nuclear
membrane is due to bubbles, and on transversesection is due to cracks.
The present paper examines the consequencesto biological,biochemical,
and medical research of an acceptanceof these views. It is complimentary
to an analysis of the implicationsfor biologicaleducationof our conclusions
(to be submittedfor publication).
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IMMEDIATE COKSEQ~~

1. For electronmicroscop;y
A research worker accepting our views might be tempted to suggest that
might be woI-thwhi.le to do experimentsto try to disprove or prove our thesis.
AS far as we know, no one has denied one of our main pieces of evidence- that
intracellularmovements occur - or alleged that the structureof cells should
not have to be geometricallypossible. Nor has anyone so far gainsaid our
Categoricalassertionthat it would not be possible to m&e a three-dimensional
model of any complete cell from any electronmicrographof a whole cell, Or
any diagram based on electronmicroscopy (1). There would be little point in
doing experimentsto prove again generallyacceptedbiologicalphenomenaor
geometricalconsiderations. However, there is still some advantageto be
derived from examiningthe appearanceswhich may be obtainedwhen Salt
solutions,protein solutions,lipids, etc., are subjectedto all the steps of
electronmicroscopy. These studies would yield valuable informationabout
the possible crystallinedeposits,precipitationpatternsand heavy metal
appearances,which now appear as structures.

it

However,an acceptancz of our views woul.dunavoidablylead to the
abandonmentof the study in all the life sciencesby electronmicroscopy,
low-anglediffraction,electronhistochemistryor morphometryof the following
structures: the endoplasmicand sarcoplasmicreticula,the Golgi apparatus,
the lysosomes,the mitochondrialcristae,nuclear pores, neurofilamentsand
neurofibrils. Furthermore,the separationand chemical characterisation
by subcellularfractionationof such structureswould be regdrdedas an
exercisewith no profit to science. This does not mean that all subcellular
fraCtiOrEttiOn
is of no value, although it is dangerouslyat risk. Up to now
SufficientSatisfactorycontrol experiments
have never been published
for
electronmicroscopyor subcellularfractionation. The most optimistic
judgementwe Can make of the v&et majority of their findings is that they are
'not proven'.
2. Control experiments
There is a very Substantialand urgent case for doing many control
experimentson the effect of these two techniqueson the propertiesof the
biological tissues being studied (4, p.114), especiallyof microscopic
measurementsof dimensionalchanges during tissue preparation.
These control experimentsare crucial for the cytologistwho desires
to understandthe biology of living cells. They are of much less
significanceto the histopathologist. He knows very well that in living
healthy persons nuclei are not violet, nor cytoplasmpink, but he recognises
the 'appearance*of tissue from a healthy person or animal stained with
haematoyylinand eosin, and he also identifiesdeviationsfrom that appearance
which have previouslybeen establishedby observationto originatefrom
unhealthy organs. He is using artefacts legitimately. In our view there
is considerabledanger to the whole biologicalprofessionfrom the bui.ldWg
of a vast superstructureon such shaky foundations,’ Biochemicalcytology,
pharmacology,and toxicology,stand prey to the first serious-mindedstudent
who plans to carry out the most obvious, relevant and necessary control
experiments. Alternatively,these disciplineswill acquire a theological
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dogmatismin respect of which such experimentswill be discouragedor ignored,
or their authors ostracised. This will not advance biologicalscience.
The dimensionsof differenttissues and differentsubcellularelements
change to differentextentswith differentstainingproceduresfor light
and electronmicroscopy,and there are relativelyfew studies in which
attemptshave been made to guantitatethese dimensionalchanges (5, 6, 7, 8,
9,
10). Even when such dimensionalchanges have been measured,to our
knowledge,they have hardly ever been used to correct dimensionssuch as
those of the cell membrane,the nucleus, or the synapticclefts, etc. We
would urge more frequentcorrectionsof measurementsusing data already
acquired.
If the major findings on cell structurewhich have been made by the use
of the electronmicroscopeover a period of 40 years are artefacts,one may
ask if this expensiveinstrumenthas an applicationto biology at all.
Certainly,it can be used to recogniseviruses, especiallywhen clinical,
microbiologicaland immunologicalfindingscan be correlatedempirically
with their identificationunder the electronmicroscope. This cannot be
interpretedto mean that we know the shape of the living native virus. A
second applicationof the electronmicroscopeis in the study of the structure
and classificationof diatoms (11, 12). These have exoskeletonscomposed
of siliceousmaterialsresistantto dehydration,heat and electronbombardment.
The electronmicroscopeis widely used to characterisestructuresin
subcellularfractions. This has its dangers. One can undoubtedlydetect
the same appearanceof mitochondriaand nuclei in tissue and subcellular
fractions,but the correlationbetween the appearanceof *ribosomes*,
microsomes,and nuclear pore fractions,with their parent subcellular
organelles,is by no means so good. Furthermore,the assumptionundeIr_
lying many of these correlationsis that the viewing by electronmicroscopy
of the image of mitochondriain a particularfractionis itself evidence
that the biochemicalactivity of those particularstructureshas not been
grossly changed by the fractionation(4, p.34).
The correlationsare particularlypoor when attempting to compare,
membranesseen in electronmicrographswith microsomalfractions,lysosomes
with their subcellularoffspring,and ribosomeswith the fractionof the
The membranesappear trilaminarand their fractionssingle
same-.
layeredrings or ovals. The electronmicroscopistand the biochemist
agree that they are the same structure. One looks naively and asks,
e&w csn flattenedvesiclesbecome circles?I and one is told, "Ihey round
off during the preparationof the subcellularfractiori'. If this were so
it would require all of the followingsteps: (a) the two lwers of each
vesicle would join at their peripheries; (b) these joins would be
sufficientlywell sealed that they would not burst open when the two layers
were inflated; (c) after inflationthe joins would disappear; (d) every
single circularor oval membrane now one layer thick would orientate
itself in such a w
that it was normal to the section- as accordingto
the eleotronmicroscopistsit would not otherwisebe seen. It should be
noted that microsomesare hardly ever seen except in perfect transverse
section.
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!Theribosomesand lysosomesare seen on electronmicrographsof whole
tissue as granules. Granulesare also seen in the fractions,and although
the electronmicroscopistsagree with the biochemistsas to the identity
of the two lots of granules,their evidenceis embodiedmerely in such a
statement. We have been unable to find in the literatureany comparison
which has been validatedstatisticallyof the dimensionsof these bodies
in the two situations.
We would assert that only in the cases of the whole mitochondria,of
the whole nuclei and of the whole nucleoli can one identifyunequivocally
the Same Structurein the tissue sectionsas in the subcellularfractions.
Since every researchworkers sees a differentgroup of electronmicrographs,
we would invite every individualelectronmicroscopistand every biochemist
working in subcellularfractionationto make this comparisonthemselves
afresh. We would be pleased to be shown to be wrong in this viewpoint,
or if our commentswere to result in researchworkers embarkingon such a
projectunder suitablecontrol conditions.
&ch effort is used to *purify*particularsubcellularfractions. This
means to produce a fractionwhich appears to be composedof one component
alone on electronmicroscopy. Usually the purity of the fraction is also
tested by the activity of enzymes like succinicdehydrogenaseor acid
phosphatasewhich are believedto be confinedto that particularfraction.
However,when the 'marker'enzymes are found in other fractions,they are
which impliesunequivocally
insultedwith the emotive term *contaminants*,
that one has other independenttechniquesfor showingwhere the markers
were in the living cells, It should be noted that the idea that particular
enzymeswere confinedto particularSubcellularcompartmentswas and still is
only an assumption. It is then a circularargument to describethe presence
of the enzyme elsewhereas *contamination'or to continue *washing'the
fractionwith powerfuldetergents.untilit is purified. Furthermore,closer
examinationof the literatureindicatesthat nearly every enzyme which has
been regardedas a marker, for exampleacid phosphatasesfor lysosomes,saK A!ITasefor synapses,monoamineoxidase for mitochondrialmembranes,has
been found with substantialactivitiesin other fractions.
An assertionthat a fractionis homogeneousshould imply that at least,
say 9% of that fractionby weight and volume is composedof the particular
subcellularorganelle. However, often it means that the one discussedis
the only fractionin which that particularorganellecan be identified,
sometimesonly as a small percentageof the materialpresent. Frequently,
in fractionsthere is a considerablequantityof unidentifiedor,unidentifiab
le
material.
3. Correlationwith biochemicalfindings

It is commonlyassertedthat biochemicalfindingsprovide independent
evidencefor structureas derived from electronmicroscopicstudies.
Unfortunately,the biochemicalstudies of subcellularfractionationare
interpretedby referenceto the electronmicroscopy,and, therefore,cannot be
regardedas evidencefor or against that structure; it is a circularargument
to attempt to do so. If the endopLasmicreticulum,the nuclear pores, the
Go&i apparatus,and the cristae,do not exist in living cells, no exercise
of logic can s&e study of an apparent subcellularfraction of them of any
value whatsoever.
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Even if, theoretically,the bioohemicalfindings could be regardedas
independentevidence,at present much of that evidencehas never properly been
controlled(4, p.39). When one prepares a subcellularfraction,one kills
the animal; its biochemistrychanges. One mixes it with sucrose; its
enzymesare inhibited. One homogenisesit; this causes considerablelocal
rise of temperature. One centrifugesit; there is a differentpressure,a
differentcentrifugalforce, a differentviscosityand a differentheat
conductivitybetween the top and bottom of the tube. One takes off one
supernatantand centriages it again; this compoundsthe differencesof
treatmentalready given in the last step. One measures an enzyme activity
in differentphases; this implies that other constituentsin quite dissimilar
chemical fractionswould not affect the enzyme activity or its measurement.
We have identifiedfifteen separateassumptionsimpliedusually unknowingly
to the biochemist,by the use of subcellularfractionation. Several of them
are contraryto laws of thermodynamicsor physics, or have been shown to be
untrue by experiment(4, p.33). We have also listed the minimum number of
control experimentswhich would have to be done to validate any major finding
about the subcellularlocalisationof an enzyme. Regrettably,this technique
has become very popular and routine without sufficientsatisfactorycontrol
experimentsever having been done to justify its use.
Unfortunately,again, no exercise of intellector irritationcan absolve
us of the responsibilityto do the relevant control experiments,if we wish
to localisebiochemicalactivity. In view of the energy we often have
to inject into our systems to separatetheir components, .and the very
sensitiveenzyme-substratesystems we are studying,it is probablethat
preparativeprocedureswhich destroy cellular integrityare not suitable
for studyingunstable materials or active metabolismintendedto inform
us about events and their rates in viva.
COMMENTSON ELEZTRON MICROSCOPY
1. Effects on biologicaltissues
A few further commentscan be made about electronmicroscopyof
biologicaltissues. Researchworkers who study the endoplasmicreticulum
or the cristae of the mitochondriaare examiningprecipitationpatterns of the
complexand changingmixture of which the cytoplasmand mitochondrioplasm
are composed. They have often maintainedthat even if the electron
micrographicimages do indeed representprecipitates;changes in their patterns
in differentphysiologicaland pathologicalconditionswould themselves
yield useful information,which might some day be interpretableor correlated
with the 'functionfin health or disease.
We believe this not to be the case, firstly,because the precipitation,
dehydration,high temperatureand irradiationwould, in our view, impose such
drastic alterationsin the tissue as to mask the real biochemicalchanges
which homeostaticmechanismsin vivo confine within narrow limits. Secondly,
it is an unavoidableif regrettablefact of electronmicroscopythat irrespectiveof the techniqueused - one is only lookingat heavy metals (13).
These have been depositedon membranes,but are not the biologicalstructures
themselves. To attempt to correlatethe *structure*of mitochondriaas seen
the fractionwhich takes
under the electronmicroscope,with the'f'unctionfof
is similar to trying to relate a aeath mask of a face with the
UP oaw=,
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They are each quite different structures and we are
physiology of the brain.
not even comparing like properties of them.
2. Rapid freeeil?g
Thirdly, it is commonly believed that the use of rapid freezing techniques
permit one to cool tissue to -1OO'Cor -196'C without ice cr&alS
being
fomd
and the tissue
being
dehydrated (14). Crystallographers know that more rapid
freezing produces smaller crystals, but the idea that ice will not separate is
unfortunately not the case; measurements of conductivity have indicated that
freezing of different tissues causes a sudden decrease of conductivity between
-5O'Cand -20°C, and this change has always been interpreted as due to separation
of ice crystals (15); to the author's knowledge, it has not been shown using a
cryomicroscope, that ice crystals are not formed, and tissue has been shown to
shrink considerably on freezing (16).
Rourthly, from the point of view of the cytologist, it is not a useful
question to pose - "If the main findings of the electron microscope in tissues
Just because
are artefacts, for what then should we use the instruments?"
they are expensive, we cannot allow the desirability of embarking on any
particular series of experiments to be dictated by the instruments that
have been purc'hased; the logical conclusicn of such an attitude is science
fictional.
Fifthly, we would maintain that continued study of these artefacts is
not merely a waste of the research worker's time, but an historical abuse
of his skills.
This follows, if we are right, irrespective of whether or
not we are heeded.
In a further sense, the accumulation of data and
literature on these artefacts in research in all branches of the life sciences,
must also obscure true findings by adding noise to the 'signal to noise
ratio' of the collective scientific semaphore of signals.
3. Achievements for biochemical cytolo~
subcellular fractionation to date

of electron microscopy and

We have concluded that electron microscopic study of those apparent
structures which we regard as not existing in living cells has yielded no
information whatsoever relevant to the understanding of disease, or the
treatment of patients; this is so despite their use over a period of four
decades, and despite the fact that much of the work in these areas is
financed by the Medical Research Council and the Agricultural Research
Council.
We state this categorically not only because we believe it to be
true, but also as a sincere invitation to anyone knowing of evidence that
this assertion is wrong to step forward and demonstrate it to be untrue.
We also issue the same request in respect of subcellular techniques.
If this conclusion is accepted, it is no reflection on the technical ability .
or the sophistication of those who carry out the experiments.
Research workers rarely discuss the generalised lack of success in
or applied life sciences because, either they have not noticed it,
or they would feel it impolite or dangerous to comment on their colleagues*
work.
We have discussed this problem elsewhere (17).
We regard the
failure even to recognise our inefficiency as a substantial contribution to
the problem itself.
clinical
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USEnrLNEGLEXTEDTECHNIQUES
There is a temptationto regard our views as nihilist in that we suggest
the abandonmentof some widely used techniqueswithout proposingalternative
methods of study. Of course, it is not nihilistto persuadea group of
highly intelligent,educatedand well paid persons not to waste time, which
could be devoted to other more rewardirqexperiments. Among these are:
(i) light microscopyand photographyby bright field, dark-ground,
polarising,phase contrast,anopteral,incident illuminationand interference
techniquesof living or unfixed tissue. Obviouslythe less reagentsand
agents to which the tissue has been subjected,the more preciselyit will
reflectthe propertiesof the original living tissue.
(ii) Microdissectionof tissue, in which mechanicalseparationof cells
can easily be done (18, 19).
Whereverpossible,fixation,freezing,
dehydration,additionof fluorochromes,embeddingand staining,should be
avoidea.
(iii) Experimentsin vivo using radioactivetracersyield very valuable
biochemicalinformatiz,which should not be complicated - unless it is
unavoidable- by subsequentheavy processingof tissue.
CONCLUSIONSAND PFtACTICAL
SUGGESTIONS
We have concludedthat most of the findingsby electronmicroscopy
ofthe structureof the cell must be artefacts,and that in subcellular
fractionationgrossly inadequatecontrol observationshave been carried
out to date. In both techniques,the results of the relevant control
experiments- when they have been done - have been regardedas appendices
to the history of biology,and have not, therefore,affected its course.
We will now summarisepracticalsuggestionsaimed at improvingthe
currentparlous state of medical end biologicalresearch. These will be
mentionedin chronologicalorder in respect of the educationof a research
worker in life sciencesand its practiceas a career:
A. Courses in all life sciencesshould include substantialsections
on light microscopy,especiallyof living tissue. Semanticsand logic
should also be included in the curricula.
'B. Undergraduates,postgraduatesand professionalresearchworkers
should carry out semanticand logioalanalyses of all papers which are
crucial to their projects. In this analysis,all major assumptions
should be identifiednot only of the immediatepapers being read, but
also all those precedingthe immediatepapers when they contain assumptions
carried over to, and crucial to the ones under consideration. The
validity of every assumptionshould be tested,because the strength of an
experimentdepends entirely on the warrantablenessofevery assumptionmade,
includingthe weakest (4, p.107).
C. Far more attentionshould be given to the design and publication of
control experiments. Indeed, substantiveexperimentsshould not be
proceededwith until the control experimentshave been done. In consonance
with this attitude,researchworkers should be much more ready to abandon,
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or a&nit the error of their experiments

l

In our view, this would

probably require a deliberate and conscious education of undergraduate and
postgr&uate
studen-k,s about the desirability and necessity of intellectual
J~U~~I editors should be more willing to publish experiments
honesty.
with negative results, control experiments, correctad data and critical
comments on the lines of *%atters arising" in 'Nature'.
I).The assessment of the relative validity of experiments in vivo
and in vitro, when their reSults are not in agreement, is one of the most
We have attempted to approach this problem
difficult problems in research.
by drawing up a hierarchy of all biological and medical experiments (20).
At the top are observations made on whole human beings, animals or Plants,
Then there
which are not affected significantly by their being measured.
are those experiments in vivo which are affected significantly by being
Next come experiments inTolated
organs, tissues and homogenates.
measured.
It is quite evident that the more treatment we give to a tissue with
powerful physical or chemical reagents, the greater distance we are placing
between our original source of information and our measurement of data
Whenever - as is common - we have to use
ultimately originating from it.
systems in vitro, we should alwws try to define the relationship of our
This is commonly done by comparing
system inn-0
the organism in vivo.
parametZ%iZZ
respiration, potZsZion
concentration, electrical activity,
In the same publication we have also
arterio-venous differences, etc.
The
included a hierarchy of intellectual instruments of data handling.
highest kind of measurement is one in which no assumptions are interposed
between measurements and the data derived; then comes measurements with
warranted assumptions; then measurements on the same systems bearing on
the original experiments, measurements on similar=tems.
After
Bch
measurements come extrapolations, then hypotheses, then diagrams.
of these instruments has different epistemological dimensions, and we cannot
have a sequence of reasoning either in our experimental design or our
derivation of conclusions in which our different instruments are used
together in haphazard sequence.
Rules for what links are permissible and
what are not are in the realm of philosophy, but, in general, hypotheses
should be at the beginning or end of the logical sequence, and the particular
experiment should be testing them.
tirthermore, data compatible with,
but not necessarily bearing on the logical sequence, have no value in
discussion whatsoever.
In consonance with the above classification, we have adopted what we
call a Vertical approach' to experiments.
If, for emple,
we want to
study the biochemical relationship of potassium ions to brain, or the
mechanism of the reaction of digitalis on the heart, one should study
the effect of the ion or molecule in the following steps: its association
with dialysed homogenised tissue without any small ions or molecules
(4, p.113); gradual addition of the small ions or molecules to see how they
affect the affinity of potassium ions or digitalis with the insoluble
part of the tissue; study of their association with crude homogenates,
then tissue slices, then isolated organs; examination of arteriovenous
differences in the organs inn;
study of the injection of the potassium
ion or the digitalis intravenously in vivo.
The intention is to use the
same concentration ranges under as Bimilar conditions as possible in each
of the preparations.
Any difference of properties vertically between
different preparations would indicate the mechanism of action of the ion
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or drug.
The researchworker or the director of the group should not be
satisfieduntil aqy apparent discrepanciesbetween the actions of the ions
or drugs on any of the preparationshave been resolved in experiemnt,logic
and explanation. We would maintain that, hitherto,researchworkers using
differenttechniqueshave been far too tolerant of apparent discrepancies
in findings. Often they have ignored them or accepted them without
intellectualdiscomfort.

E. Nany large drug companieshave logical schemes to analyse the actions
of drugs and develop them for marketing. In medical and biologicalresearch,
for example,in studyingthe causationof disease, or the mechanism of action
of drugs, such logical schematado not seem to have been designed so far.
There is no difficultyin principlein doing this, and we have attempted
two such schemes, one for the mechanism of action of a drug and another for
the mechanism of a disease process (21, 22). Our effortshave been very
preliminary,and it is intendedto elaborateand publish more precise and
analyticalschemes in the future. We would like to suggest that this
approach could be embracedmore widely to the advantageof research. The
philosopwbehind such schemes is that mechanisms,although complicated,are
ultimatelyknowable,and should be accessibleto logicalanalysis.
The other element of the philosophybehind these schemes is that all
disease processesand drug actions act in a few sites localisedanatomically
and biochemically. The mechanismsare, on the whole, rather labile;
evidencefor this is the extraordinarycare which has to be taken when
transplantinggrafts or growing tumours in culture, or preservinggrowth
factors. Despite the enormous resourcesdevoted to the analysis of the
biochemistryof carcinogenesisor the chemicalnature of growth
promotion,remarkablylittle is known. We have suggestedthat the
explanationfor this is that very highly energetictechniqueshave been
used to try to detect very labile processes (4, p.106). These may well
have destroyedthe pathways of reactionbefore the biochemicalseparation
techniquescould separatethe factors responsiblefor them.
F. Drugs have specific effects in alleviatingsome diseases,for
example,anticholinerasestreat myastheniagravis, and lithium ions work
against manic depression. Much is known about the various actions of
these drugs by pharmacologists,physiologistsand biochemists; little
is known about the mechanismswhich are derangedwhen the diseases occur,
although theories rise and fall with a frequency,which is demoralising.
However, in many countriesintensiveresearch is going on into the location
and mode of action of the drugs, as their specificactions must be the
most importantclues to.the genesis of the diseases. Where the drug acts,
the disease process starts. If this is amenable to analysis,the
preventionof the disease will also be in the long run.
G. Finally, and perhaps most important,we would like to shift the
emphasis of research from studyingartefacts,like endoplasmicreticulum,
histologicalsections,lipid extracts,inner mitochondrialmembranes or
homogenates,to the study of the cytoplasmof living cells, tissue by
phase contrastmicroscopy,unextractedmembranes,mitochondriain situ
end isolated organs, respectively. The former techniquesshould only
be used when their relationshipto the latter ones has been determined
quantitatively. The less destructiveof life and the less productive
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of artefacts a technique is, the more desirable its use must be in
biological end medical research,whose aim is normally the analysis of
events in livirq whole human beings, animals and plants.
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